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For over a quarter of a century, Warcraft and World of Warcraft players have been
treated to a treasure trove of artifacts, gear, weaponry, and trinkets of both awe and
amusement. Now players can get an in-depth look at the items they have
collected...and the fearsome powers they hold. From the shining towers of Silvermoon
to the sulfurous Blackrock Mountain to the white stone castles of Stormwind, the
Eastern Kingdoms are vast and full of wonder. Every corner of the majestic isle
contains countless stories, treasures, and more than a few secrets that some would
prefer stay buried. Follow Spymaster Mathias Shaw and Captain Flynn Fairwind on an
expedition across the Eastern Kingdoms for king and country as they chronicle its
history and catalog the weapons, armor, and powers untold that are scattered across
this sprawling dominion. Penned by New York Times bestselling author and Blizzard
Entertainment writer Christie Golden, Exploring Azeroth: The Eastern Kingdoms is your
first step on a truly remarkable journey across the beloved lands of Azeroth
The peaceful realm of Azeroth stands on the brink of war as its civilization faces a
fearsome race of invaders: orc warriors fleeing their dying home to colonize another. As
a portal opens to connect the two worlds, one army faces destruction and the other
faces extinction. From opposing sides, two heroes are set on a collision course that will
decide the fate of their family, their people and their home. So begins a spectacular
saga of power and sacrifice in which war has many faces, and everyone fights for
something.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An all-new, official prequel novel to The Battle for
Azeroth, Blizzard Entertainmentʼs next expansion to the critically acclaimed World of
Warcraft videogame. Azeroth is dying. The Horde and the Alliance defeated the
demonic Burning Legion, but a dire catastrophe is unfolding deep below the surface of
the world. There is a mortal wound in the heart of Azeroth, struck by the sword of the
fallen titan Sargeras in a final act of cruelty. For Anduin Wrynn, king of Stormwind, and
Sylvanas Windrunner, warchief of the Horde and queen of the Forsaken, there is little
time to rebuild what remains and even less to mourn what was lost. Azerothʼs
devastating wound has revealed a mysterious material known as Azerite. In the right
hands, this strange golden substance is capable of incredible feats of creation; in the
wrong ones, it could bring forth unthinkable destruction. As Alliance and Horde forces
race to uncover the secrets of Azerite and heal the wounded world, Anduin enacts a
desperate plan aimed at forging a lasting peace between the factions. Azerite
jeopardizes the balance of power, and so Anduin must gain the trust of Sylvanas. But,
as ever, the Dark Lady has her own machinations. For peace to be possible,
generations of bloodshed and hatred must be brought to an end. But there are truths
that neither side is willing to accept and ambitions they are loath to relinquish. As
Alliance and Horde alike grasp for the Azeriteʼs power, their simmering conflict
threatens to reignite all-out war̶a war that would spell doom for Azeroth. Praise for
Before the Storm “This is easily the best book in the World of Warcraft series, and I
donʼt say that lightly. . . . Itʼs so much more than a tie-in novel. . . . Itʼs a beautiful
book.”̶Blizzard Watch
Blizzard Entertainment and Dark Horse Books are proud to present the third installment
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of their bestselling World of Warcraft Chronicle series! Like its predecessors, Volume III
features beautiful full-color artwork by Peter Lee, Emily Chen, Stanton Feng, and other
fan-favorite artists, as well as intricately detailed maps and spot art by Joseph Lacroix.
Bolster your knowledge of Warcraftlore with this striking third volume!
Digitally Compulsive Family
The Eastern Kingdoms: Exploring Azeroth
The Burning Crusade
World of Warcraft: Beyond the Dark Portal
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American 3D Films

In the world of Draenor, the strong and fiercely independent
Frostwolf Clan are faced with increasingly harsh winters and
thinning herds. When Gul’dan, a mysterious outsider, arrives
in Frostfire Ridge offering word of new hunting lands, Durotan,
the Clan’s chieftain, must make an impossible decision:
abandon the territory, pride and traditions of his people, or
lead them into the unknown. An original tale of survival,
conflict and magic that leads directly into the events of
Warcraft, an epic adventure from Legendary Pictures and
Universal Pictures, based on Blizzard Entertainment’s global
phenomenon.
After killing the corrupt Warchief Blackhand, Orgrim
Doomhammer was quick to seize control over the Orcish Horde.
Now he is determined to conquer the rest of Azeroth so that
his people will once again have a home of their own in the...
WORLD OF WARCRAFT Anduin Lothar, former Champion of
Stormwind, has left his shattered homeland behind and led his
people across the Great Sea to the shores of Lordaeron. There,
with the aid of the noble King Terenas, he forges a mighty
Alliance with the other human nations. But even that may not
be enough to stop the Horde's merciless onslaught. Elves,
dwarves, and trolls enter the fray as the two emerging factions
vie for dominance. Will the valiant Alliance prevail, or will the
Horde's tide of darkness consume the last vestiges of freedom
on Azeroth?
Join famed hunter Rexxar, his animal companions, and Horde
Ambassador Zekhan as they make the perilous journey across
the lush and vivid reaches of Kalimdor to learn the secrets of
the realm. Leave no stone unturned and no tracks unfollowed
as Rexxar and Zekhan reveal lore, insights, equipment, and
breathtaking landscapes from the ramparts of Orgrimmar to
the golden plains of Mulgore to the wilds of Un'Goro Crater-and
share one final kindness with a friend along the way. Featuring
stunning, immersive artwork and new insights crafted by
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Blizzard's own loremaster, Sean Copeland, Exploring Azeroth:
Kalimdor is your next step in a remarkable journey across
Azeroth.
Many months have passed since the cataclysmic Battle of
Mount Hyjal, where the demonic Burning Legion was banished
from Azeroth forever. But now, a mysterious energy rift within
the mountains of Kalimdor propels three former warriors into
the distant past -- a time long before orcs, humans or even
high elves roamed the land. A time when the Dark Titan
Sargeras, and his demon pawns persuaded Queen Azshara and
her Highborne to cleanse Azeroth of its lesser races. A time
when the Dragon Aspects were at the height of their power -unaware that one of their own would soon usher in an age of
darkness that would engulf the world of...War Craft®. In the
first chapter of this epic trilogy, the outcome of the historic
War of the Ancients is forever altered by the arrival of three
time-lost heroes: Krasus, the dragon mage whose great power
and memories of the ancient conflict have inexplicably
diminished; the human wizard Rhonin, whose thoughts are
divided between his family and the seductive source of his nowgrowing power; and Broxigar, a weathered orc veteran who
seeks a glorious death in combat. But unless these unlikely
allies can convince the demigod, Cenarius, and the untrusting
night elves of their queen's treachery, the burning Legion's
gateway into Azeroth will open anew. And this time -- the
struggles of the past may well spill over into the future...
The Warcraft: The Last Guardian
Warcraft: Day of the Dragon
Focus On: 100 Most Popular 2010s Fantasy Films
The Official Cookbook
Warcraft: Durotan: The Official Movie Prequel
Based on the record-shattering computer game, the complete War
of the Ancients trilogy is collected in one volume, and includes The
Well of Eternity, The Demon Soul, and The Sundering. Original.
Noted Pandaren chef Nomi is your guide through the culinary world
of Azeroth in this follow-up to World of Warcraft: The Official
Cookbook. Journey through Azeroth and prepare to feast on new
culinary delights inspired by this officially-licensed World of
Warcraft cookbook. In this cookbook, Pandaren chef Nomi has
collected the best recipes gathered during his travels and will
instruct you in everything you need to know as you feast your way
through Azeroth. As a young boy in Pandaria, Nomi answered the
beckoning call of the Cooking School Bell and quickly grew into a
promising chef. Through the years, this intrepid cook has traveled
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across Azeroth, learning countless regional recipes and techniques
from Pandaria, the Broken Isles, and even the mysterious
Shadowlands. Each chapter features easy-to-follow dishes, as well
as numerous tips on how to not burn your food. Let culinary expert
Nomi be your guide in World of Warcraft: New Flavors of Azeroth.
Medivh, a powerful wizard and warrior, is torn between the forces
of light and dark as he struggles to fulfill his destiny and make a
choice between good and evil, a decision that could seal the fate of
his entire world.
World of Warcraft: Chronicle Volume 1 is a journey through an age
of myth and legend, a time long before the Horde and the Alliance
came to be. This definitive tome of Warcraft history reveals untold
stories about the birth of the cosmos, the rise of ancient empires,
and the forces that shaped the world of Azeroth and its people. This
beautiful hardcover features twenty-five full-page paintings by
World of Warcraft artist Peter Lee, as well as a cosmology chart,
half a dozen maps charting changes through time, and other line art
illustrations by Joseph Lacroix, and marks the first in a multipart
series exploring the Warcraft universe; from the distant past to the
modern era.
The Art of World of Warcraft
World of Warcraft: War Crimes
The Grey King
Computer Gaming World
World of Warcraft Chronicle
The World of Warcraft Bestiary, covering both the original World of Warcraft and
The Burning Crusade, features over 6,000 entries all indexed for ease of use.
The aging orc shaman Ner'zhul has seized control of the Horde and reopened the
Dark Portal. His brutal warriors once again encroach upon Azeroth, laying siege to
the newly constructed stronghold of Nethergarde Keep. There, the archmage
Khadgar and the Alliance commander, Turalyon, lead humanity and its elven and
dwarven allies in fighting this new invasion. Even so, disturbing questions arise.
Khadgar learns of orcish incursions farther abroad: small groups of orcs who seem
to pursue a goal other than simple conquest. Worse yet, black dragons have been
sighted as well, and they appear to be aiding the orcs. To counter Ner'zhul's dark
schemes, the Alliance must now invade the orcs' ruined homeworld of Draenor. Can
Khadgar and his companions stop the nefarious shaman in time to stave off the
destruction of two worlds?
A strange boy and dog remind Will Stanton that he is an immortal, whose quest is to
find the golden harp which will rouse others from a long slumber in the Welsh hills
so they may prepare for the ultimate battle of Light versus Dark.
In the mist-shrouded haze of the past, the world of Azeroth teemed with wondrous
creatures of every kind. Mysterious Elves and hardy Dwarves walked among tribes
of man in relative peace and harmony -- until the arrival of the demonic army known
as Burning Legion shattered the world's tranquility forever. Now Orcs, Dragons,
Goblins, and Trolls all vie for supremacy over the scattered, warring kingdoms -Page 4/9
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part of a grand, malevolent scheme that will determine the fate of the world of
WarCraft A terrifying upheaval among the highest ranks of the world's Wizards
sends the maverick Mage, Rhonin, on a perilous journey into the Orc-controlled
lands of Khaz Modan. What Rhonin uncovers is a vast, far-reaching conspiracy,
darker than anything he ever imagined -- a threat that will force him into a
dangerous alliance with ancient creatures of air and Þre if the world of Azeroth is to
see another dawn.
The World of Warcraft Pop-Up Book
Reign of Chaos : Official Battle Chest Guide
World of Warcraft: New Flavors of Azeroth
World of Warcraft: Exploring Azeroth
WarCraft War of the Ancients Archive
Are you tired of never having enough gold in World of Warcraft?
Do you want to pay your subscription fee with gold instead of
your hard-earned money? Want to make a lot of gold in World of
Warcraft but don't know how?Then this book is for you!This book
provides a good introduction to gold-farming in WoW and some
general tips as well as advanced strategies and step-by-step
tutorials. You will learn about gold-making add-ons and trending
methods in Shadowlands, how to transmog farm for gold, how to
farm dungeons and raids for gold, profession-gathering, crafting
and which items to craft, detailed profession guides and more.
This guide is suitable for new and old players alike, everyone
can learn how to make gold! I am Edwin Freeman, a professional
gamer, game tester and writer and I have written the best World
of Warcraft gold-making guide!This book includes: General tips
on making gold and what add-ons to use Transmog farming for gold
Farming old dungeons and raids for gold Open world farming
Auction House Methods including flipping Auction house arbitrage
and reselling Professions for gold-making Mission Table and
World Quests And so much more! Are you ready to become rich in
World of Warcraft?Scroll up, hit that buy button!
Evil is in its prime in the world of Diablo IIIThe ultimate
guide to the RPG game, Diablo III Signature Series Guide
provides you with a complete quest guide, covering all four acts
in the adventure, as well as in-depth coverage of Heroes, so
whether you choose to play as a Witch Doctor, Barbarian, Wizard,
Monk or Demon Hunter, the guide has you covered.Every monster in
the game is listed as well as how to increase your skills in the
Blacksmith, Jeweller and Mystic professions. Read all about how
to find better weapons, items, collectibles and loot and
discover strategies for dominating Multiplayer action online.
Diablo III Signature Series Guide is the only official resource
to Blizzard's Online Auction House and is jam-packed with screen
shots that capture info on the newest areas of Sanctuary.For
warriors who have already survived the onslaught of the armies
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of the Burning Hells in Diablo I and II, to those who are new to
the world of Sanctuary, Diablo III Signature Series Guide is the
only guide you will need.
We present 25 warcraft coloring pages to calm yourself down and
make you relaxed. K. K. Kowling is author of many best seling
coloring books.
Maximum PC is the magazine that every computer fanatic, PC gamer
or content creator must read. Each and every issue is packed
with punishing product reviews, insightful and innovative how-to
stories and the illuminating technical articles that enthusiasts
crave.
World of Warcraft: Chronicle
The Frozen Throne Official Battle Chest Guide
The Well of Eternity
Kalimdor
StarCraft: WarChest - Nature of the Beast
The national bestseller and direct tie-in to the new game
expansion pack Warlords of Draenor—a thrilling novel set in the
universe of the record-breaking, internationally bestselling
video game World of Warcraft! The brutal siege of Orgrimmar is
over. Alliance and Horde forces have stripped Garrosh
Hellscream, one of the most reviled figures on Azeroth, of his
title as warchief. His thirst for conquest devastated cities,
nearly tore the Horde apart, and destroyed countless lives. Now,
on the legendary continent of Pandaria, he will stand trial for
his transgressions. Renowned leaders from across the world have
gathered to witness this historic event. As the trial unfolds,
agents of the bronze dragonflight present shocking visions of
Garrosh’s atrocities. For many of those in attendance, these
glimpses into history force them to relive painful memories and
even question their own innocence or guilt. For others, the
chilling details stoke the flames of their hatred. Unbeknownst
to anyone, shadowy forces are at work on Azeroth, threatening
not only the court’s ability to mete out justice…but also the
lives of everyone at the trial. © 2015 Blizzard Entertainment,
Inc. All Rights Reserved. Blizzard Entertainment and World of
Warcraft are trademarks or registered trademarks of Blizzard
Entertainment, Inc. in the US and/or other countries.
Strategies to assist families and the community in balancing the
use of technology, and to awaken the importance of oral and
written communication.
An exploration of the popular online role-playing game World of
Warcraft as a virtual prototype of the real human future. World
of Warcraft is more than a game. There is no ultimate goal, no
winning hand, no princess to be rescued. WoW is an immersive
virtual world in which characters must cope in a dangerous
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environment, assume identities, struggle to understand and
communicate, learn to use technology, and compete for dwindling
resources. Beyond the fantasy and science fiction details, as
many have noted, it's not entirely unlike today's world. In The
Warcraft Civilization, sociologist William Sims Bainbridge goes
further, arguing that WoW can be seen not only as an allegory of
today but also as a virtual prototype of tomorrow, of a real
human future in which tribe-like groups will engage in combat
over declining natural resources, build temporary alliances on
the basis of mutual self-interest, and seek a set of values that
transcend the need for war. What makes WoW an especially good
place to look for insights about Western civilization,
Bainbridge says, is that it bridges past and future. It is
founded on Western cultural tradition, yet aimed toward the
virtual worlds we could create in times to come.
Blizzard Entertainment and Dark Horse Books are thrilled to
present the next installment of the wildly popular World of
Warcraft Chronicle series. Volume 2 will reveal more soughtafter details about the game universe's history and mythology.
Showcasing lush, all-new artwork from fan favorites such as
Peter Lee, Joseph Lacroix, and Alex Horley, this striking tome
is sure to please all fans--casual and collector alike.
Official Strategy Guide
Maximum PC
World Of Warcraft Shadowlands Gold Making Guide
World of Warcraft: Tides of Darkness
Warcraft Iii: Reign of Chaos Official Strategy Guide for Eb
The demons you thought had vanished have returned to renew their
terrible Burning Crusade… The eagerly anticipated World of
Warcraft Guide to The Burning Crusade features strategy for the
two new races, Draenei & Blood Elves, and includes coverage of
starting regions & Outland with maps for all. Also includes
Quest listing for all new regions, information on flying mounts
& how to obtain them at level 70 & details on the new profession
of Jewel Crafting. Game platform: PC
Warcraft IIIThe Frozen Throne Official Battle Chest
GuideWarCraft IIIReign of Chaos : Official Battle Chest
GuideWarcraft Iii: Reign of Chaos Official Strategy Guide for
EbBradygames
Former Dominion ghost Nova and her partner Reigel have been busy
chasing down and destroying the dark legacy of the late Emperor
Arcturus Mengsk. But when the trail leads them to a forgotten
trove of Mengsk's most dangerous weapons, Nova and Reigel are
forced to reconcile their mission with their morals. Don't miss
the action in this complete anthology, which collects StarCraft:
War Chest comics from seasons six and seven, as well as the
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season eight short story by award-winning author Alex Acks.
"Warcraft III" features comprehensive tech-trees, strategies,
and statistics for managing all new units and structures.
Extensive coverage of all Heroes, including each new Hero per
race, and the Neutral Heroes.
Warcraft III
Become Rich in WoW and Even Pay Your Subscription with Gold
Before the Storm (World of Warcraft)
Warcraft: War of the Ancients #1: The Well of Eternity
In the World of Warcraft Dungeon Companion, Volume 2 the darkest instance and raid
secrets are revealed in this completely updated guide.
Fantasirollespil.
Choose your faction, pick your weapon, and prepare for an astonishing vision of the world
of Azeroth like you've never seen before! Built by best-selling paper engineer Matthew
Reinhardt, the World of Warcraft Pop- Up Book brings the most well-loved locations of
Warcraft to life, from the classic faction hubs of Ogrimmar and Stormwind, to the battlescarred lands of Lordaeron and Teldrassil, and more! Each page unfolds into an eyepopping treat, depicting iconic locations with brand new art and interactive pieces. Unfold
each individual spread to form a map of Azeroth!
BradyGames' World of WarCraft Atlas includes the following: Complete resource
detailing each area of this expansive MMORPG. Maps are provided for every area
including all regions and major cities. Each illustration shows critical locations and
characters such as NPCs, enemies, mobs, shops, merchants, flight points, entry and exit
points from regions and where they lead. As an added bonus, cross-referenced indices of
all information are also provided for ease of use. Platform: PC CD-ROM Genre:
MMORPG This product is available for sale worldwide.
The Warcraft Civilization
World of Warcraft Chronicle Volume 2
WORLD OF WARCRAFT
The Burning Crusade Battle Chest Guide
Social Science in a Virtual World
BradyGames' World of Warcraft Official Strategy Guide includes the
following: Maps of each city and region, with call outs for characters,
quest locations, dungeons, and more. Essential stats and strategies for
each of the 8 races and 9 classes for both the Horde and Alliance factions.
Must-have quest data - - contacts, quest type, item rewards and more.
Profession sections provide data on products, requirements and item
components. Weapon, armor and item tables, ability and spell lists, and
bestiary. Platform: PC Genre: MMORPG This product is available for sale
worldwide.
Timed to the twentieth anniversary of the blockbuster Warcraft franchise,
The Art of World of Warcraft celebrates the groundbreaking art of the
complete series to date. In the ten years since its inception, World of
Warcraft® has revolutionized the role-playing genre, creating the
immense world of Azeroth and filling it with iconic characters and
legendary weapons and environments. Featuring interviews with key
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developers and telling the complete story of the game’s evolution, this
fully illustrated book vibrantly displays the renowned artwork at the heart
of the franchise. Including never-before-seen art from the latest World of
Warcraft expansion, Warlords of Draenor, The Art of World of Warcraft
will contain hundreds of drawings and concept art, forming the ultimate
tribute to the epic gaming franchise.
Compilation
World of Warcraft Atlas
Warcraft Official Movie Novelization
World of Warcraft Bestiary
WarCraft III
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